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This insurance is provided by Nice1 Limited which is registered in the UK and is underwritten by Novus Underwriting Limited on behalf of 

Helvetia Schweizerische Versicherungsgesellschaft in Liechtenstein AG  

The following summary does not contain the full terms and conditions of the contract which can be found in your policy documentation.  

What is this type of insurance? 

This cover will protect you in the event of minor body damage to your vehicle. 

What is insured? 
 
The following SMART Repairs: 

✓ Paint scuffs or scratches which are less than 

300mm in diameter and no deeper than 3mm. 

✓ Paint chips which are less than 300mm in 

diameter and no deeper than 3mm. 

✓ Dents to your car’s bodywork, which are less 

than 40mm in diameter. 

✓ Up to £250 contribution towards your excess 

for damage claimed under your motor 

insurance policy 

 

The repair dimensions applicable to your policy 

are detailed in the policy schedule attached to 

your policy. 

 

 What is not insured? 
 
 

 Any existing damage that is recorded in the 
inspection report provided by Revive!  

 Stone chips to paintwork 

 Damage to headlights 

 Damage to stickers, decals, stripes or similar, or 
damage which has been caused by the application or 
removal of these items 

 Damage which results in cracked or deformed 
bumpers 

 Damage which cannot be repaired using SMART 
repairs, or which, in the opinion of our approved 
repairer, requires body shop work. This includes 
cracked or flaking paint, or where the metal 
bodywork has been exposed. 

 Damage which is caused by rust, corrosion, pitting, 
paintwork discolouration or variation in paint colour 
or finish due to the age of the car. 

 Damage caused by cleaning, or the application of 
wax or paint sealant or protective films or liquids 

 Damage which has occurred as a result of fire, road 
traffic accident or collision. 

 Damage which is situated on your car’s horizontal 
panels, including roof, bonnet, boot lids etc. 
 

 
 

 

 Are there any restrictions on cover? 
 
 

 You must live permanently in the mainland of either 
England, Scotland, Wales or Northern Ireland.  

 Your car must be 7 years or less in age and your car’s 
mileage should not be over 70,000 at the start of the 
period of cover. 

 Photographs of your car must have been provided if 
it has not been purchased as new from a franchised 
car dealer within the last 30 days. 

 Your car must not be one of those listed in our 
‘Excluded Cars’ section of the policy wording. 
 

 



 

          Where am I covered? 

✓ The mainland of England, Scotland, Wales or Northern Ireland. 

 

What are my obligations?  

Disclosing important information 

(This applies if you are a private individual taking out the insurance wholly or mainly for purposes unrelated to your business, 

trade or profession)  

I. You must take reasonable care to provide complete and accurate answers to questions you are asked when you take 

out or make any changes to your policy. 

II. Photographs of your vehicle must be provided either by you to the Revive! Auto Innovations (UK) Limited dedicated 

customer inspection portal or from an inspection conducted by Revive! within 30 days of the policy inception date (not 

required if your vehicle has been purchased as new from a franchised car dealer within the last 30 days). 

Duty of fair presentation  

(This applies if you are taking out the insurance contract in any other capacity) 

Under the Insurance Act 2015, you have a duty to make fair representation of the risk to us before the policy starts, when you 

make any amendments to your cover your policy. This means you must: 

a) Disclose all material facts which you know or ought to know (A “material fact” is information that would influence our 

decision as to whether to inure you and, if so, on what terms). 

b) Make the disclosure in a reasonably clear and accessible way and, 

c) Ensure that every material representation of fact is substantially correct and made in good faith. 

 

Full details of what constitutes “fair presentation” and the consequences of breaching this duty are given in the Policy 
Document. 

 

When and how do I pay? 

You pay for this insurance as a one-off payment at the beginning of the period of cover or by 12 monthly instalments via an 

interest free credit agreement. 

 

 

When does the cover start and end? 

Your cover starts on the policy start date shown on your Policy Schedule and for the period selected and shown in your Policy 

Schedule. 

 

How do I cancel the contract? 

You can cancel your policy within 14 days of the start date or, if later, within 14 days of the date you receive this Policy Document 
by returning your documents to the dealer. We will refund any premium you have paid as long as you have not made a claim and 
do not intend to make a claim.  

You can also cancel your policy at any other time and receive a pro-rata refund of your premium based on the number of whole 
months of the original insurance period remaining, subject to an administration fee charged by the administrator of £34.99.  

If you are cancelling your policy with less than 6 months remaining on cover, there will no pro-rata refund. 

Please contact the administrator if you wish to cancel your policy.  

 

 


